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Introduction
The Linley Cove complex has a tranquil relaxed bush impression. It is nestled between Native
Bushland areas and located adjacent to open park areas and other residential properties. From the
original Landscape Maps that still exist and the Landscape Policy it is obvious that native bush was to
be the dominate vegetation of the complex.
Over the years as the complex has developed and aged there has been natural regeneration within
the complex as well as supplementary plantings of both native and exotic species. This Management
Plan is intended to differentiate the areas of the complex in relation to vegetation in the gardens
and the intended management of these areas.
Below are the main points that were written into the Landscape Policy for Linley Cove in July 2003,
these points have been slightly amended to reflect current practice. The full July 2003 document is
included in Appendix 2.
The landscaping of common areas will:
(i)

use indigenous trees and shrubs where possible (‘indigenous’ means occurring naturally in

the Lane Cove area);
(ii)

aim at an informal and soft effect with trees prominent;

(iii)

provide for easy maintenance;

(iv)

preserve existing plantings of historic trees, however once in decline they shall be replaced

by suitable native trees.
(v)

screen poor views and not block out good views;

(vi)

give privacy for occupants and neighbours;

(vii)

take into consideration the need for light, shade and sun for the general well-being of

residents.

Management Plan for Implementation of the Landscape Policy:
1.

The content of indigenous plant species is to be maintained and strengthened.

2.
For new or replacement plantings indigenous plants shall be given preference. Where no
indigenous plant species will conform to site requirements, another known successful Australian
native plant species may be substituted. Only where it is found that suitable native plants will not
grow successfully, exotic plants harmonising with the native environment can be considered. Prior to
this process affected residents will be consulted. An overall consideration of new plantings should be
to provide colour in foliage and flowers throughout the year.
3.
Selected exotic plant species, not harmonising with the native landscape, will be removed
during building renovations, painting schedules and site repair works where gardens in common
areas are involved and over a phased timetable of landscape refurbishment. Such exotic plant
species are to be replaced in line with point 2 of the Management Plan.
4.
To reduce the need for pruning, water and fertiliser, (i.e. maintenance costs), plants
currently requiring pruning should be removed unless they are necessary to satisfy parts (vi) and (vii)
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of the Landscape Policy. Where pruning is required, an informal and soft effect is to be maintained.
Future plantings near buildings, roadways, pathways and lighting are to take into consideration the
height and form of the species to ensure that pruning is not needed when fully grown.
5.
The Gardening Coordinator will on an annual basis review the garden growth and suitability
in relation to the allocated management areas. If any changes, after consultation with the gardening
contractor, are proposed, and these affect the ambience, those affected will be consulted. A record
of changes will be kept for reference for the Executive Committee.
6.
The Gardening Coordinator will put together a gardening agreement for the maintenance of
common property lawns and gardens which will result in the contracting of gardeners to carry out
on site. This agreement will be reviewed and approved by the Executive Committee. The schedule
and work practices currently employed to maintain the site will be assessed on a bi-annual basis and
the agreement will be altered when required in order to assess future needs.
7.
Wide ranging input from the contractors for mechanisms to reduce high maintenance areas
of the site, and possibilities for more economical work practices in the routine weekly maintenance
programme, is to be enlisted.
8.
The Landscape Policy should be updated on a 6 yearly basis, whilst the Gardening
Agreement term will be for 3 years. The Gardening and Tree Management budget shall be reviewed
on an annual basis.
9.

Residents will be informed of the Landscape Policy for Linley Cove.
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Linley Cove Map
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Management Areas
Bushland
Bushland in the Lane Cove area consists of Sandstone Heaths, Woodlands and Forests on the
sandstone ridges and slopes with a variety of estuarine wetland communities occurring at the
mouths of the tributary creeks along the Lane Cove River and edging the small sections of alluvial
river flats (Benson and Howell, 1990).
Vegetation types remaining are predominantly Sydney Sandstone Complex - Gully Forest (Open
Forest and Low Closed Forest) and Estuarine Complex, with small remnants of Sydney Sandstone
Complex - Ridge top Woodland and Turpentine Ironbark Forest. The dominant tree species are
Angophora costata, Eucalyptus piperita, E. pilularis and Syncarpia glomulifera, with Backhousia
myrtifolia, Ceratopetalum apetalum, Glochidion ferdinandi and Pittosporum undulatum along the
creeks. (LCC, p 4-5)
The bushland weeds which generate the most complaints from Lane Cove residents are: Smallleafed Privet (Ligustrum sinense), Large-leafed Privet (Ligustrum lucidum), Lantana (Lantana
camara), Wandering Jew (Tradescantia fluminensis), Morning Glory (Ipomoea indica), and Balloon
Vine (Cardiospermum grandiflorum). The weeds which the bush regeneration teams treat as priority
and have most difficulty in controlling include: Wandering Jew (Tradescantia fluminensis), Asthma
Weed (Parietaria judaicea), Veldt Grass (Ehrharta erecta), Madeira Vine (Anredera cordifolia) and
Morning Glory (Ipomoea indica). (LCC, p28)
Linley Cove has a number of areas retaining elements of original bushland vegetation, it seems that
during construction of the complex remnant trees and areas of the bushland were maintained where
possible. The Bushland areas indicated in Figure 1 show elements of original bushland vegetation
and should be managed as bushland. The Bushland areas in Linley Cove contain well established and
mature native canopy trees, these trees should be retained unless there is a risk of damage to
structures. Regeneration of local canopy species should be encouraged.
Although non-indigenous native trees currently exist they will not be replaced when they die out and
any regeneration of these should be removed.
Due to the lack of fire and the proximity of the complex to closed gully forest in adjacent bushland
areas, local native species such as Pittosporum undulatum (Sweet Pittosporum) and Glochidion
ferdinandi (Cheese Tree) have thrived causing a thicker canopy cover than would be found in Sydney
Sandstone Complex vegetation communities. Where other indigenous shrubs and trees exist the
sweet pittosporum’s and cheese trees should be progressively thinned to encourage other more
suitable open forest species to grow. In wetter gully areas, similar species such as Coachwoods and
Backhousia myrtifolia should be planted to replace the cheese trees and Sweet Pittosporum.
Where native groundcovers in these areas thrive they should be transplanted. Spreading of native
seeds from grasses, sedges, shrubs and trees should also occur around these areas into other areas
of the complex.
Bushland Management Priorities:
- Weed removal –focus on noxious and environmental weeds.
- Allow for regeneration of local native species, if regeneration is slow, infill with indigenous species.
-Remove Sweet Pittosporum and Cheese tree’s where more suitable shrub and trees exist- where
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safe these should be treated with herbicide and left standing to allow for use by native fauna. Only
small trees should be treated-less than 10cm in trunk diameter or less than 4m high. Any seedlings
of juveniles should be pulled out or cut and treated to ensure regeneration is decreased.
-Large non local or exotic trees should be left standing until they die. Unless there is a safety hazard
these dead trees will remain on site for habitat. Any seedlings of these species are to be pulled up or
cut and treated.
-Maintain leaf litter, logs, dead branches and rocks throughout site.
Ponds and creek line
There is a need to ensure that waterways allow for the flow of stormwater as well as provide habitat
and an appealing outlook.
The ponding system within Linley Cove beginning below Block 1 and finishing at the footbridge over
Tannery Creek needs to be cleared of sediment on a regular basis to ensure catchment of storm
water is adequate enough to prevent flooding during high stormwater events. This removal of
sediments shall be included in the Landscape Agreement and carried out by the gardening
contractors. Vegetation around this pond system should be progressively returned to indigenous
species only and should include reeds, ferns and other suitable creek line plants.
Tannery Creek is located on Lane Cove Council land, it is hoped that through Linley Cove efficiently
maintaining and managing their side of the creek line, Lane Cove Council will look at future options
for maintaining the creek line. Linley Cove will maintain and manage the boundary of our land
between the creek and townhouses. Management of these areas should involve the ongoing
treatment of weeds with replacement of riparian native vegetation to provide suitable coverage. The
issue with weed removal along creek lines is that if large areas are treated and left bare this can
result in the erosion of soil during high water flow events. Therefore effort should be made to
encourage suitable native species that already exist along the banks of the creek line- manual weed
removal around native species should be used. Planting and transplanting of suitable native
groundcovers, small reeds, sedges, rushes, shrubs and small trees should occur where they are
lacking to provide bank stabilisation and prevent erosion. Spraying of weeds within the creek line
should occur using only herbicide registered for use in aquatic environments.
Bushland Buffer Areas
Exist between Council Bushland areas and Linley Cove gardens. Should be managed as Bushland,
removal of weeds a priority and allow areas to regenerate naturally from intact bushland areas.
Indigenous species only are to be planted in these areas.
Lane Cove Council Assistance
Through the Backyard Habitats program Lane Cove Council have attended an onsite inspection of
the Linley Cove Complex in 2012. The Backyard Habitat Officer suggested the area above Parkview
Terrace be managed as a backyard habitat area. The officer has identified a number of weeds that
need to be removed, has and is likely to continue to provide endemic native plants on an ongoing
basis and is available to discuss further queries and enquires into the best management of this area.

Native Garden Areas
These areas were modified through past development of the Tannery or through the development
of the complex in the past three to four decades. Soils, vegetation and topography may have been
altered in the past and although remnant elements exist in the vegetation, major components of the
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area including soil, leaf litter, groundcover, shrub layer and canopy have been imported from offsite.
Some exotic species have been planted in these areas but are only minor exceptions. Exotic hedging
and vines may exist in these areas, where they provide screening purposes, they should be
maintained, as they die out they are to be replaced with suitable native shrubs and vines. The
replacement native shrubs and vines should provide a soft and informal effect but still provide
screening.
If the exotic hedging or vines are not required for screening or privacy purposes they are to be
removed over time and replaced with suitable native species.
Native Garden Management:
-Removal of weeds
-Infilling where appropriate of native endemic species should occur with the retention of habitat
where appropriate.
- Leaf litter, dead branches, logs, rocks etc. should be retained.
-Exotic species should be progressively removed where sufficient native species are present.

Exotic Garden Areas
These areas contain predominantly exotic flora, if these areas are not connected to other bushland
areas, they can be maintained as exotic. If connected to bushland areas, natives should replace the
exotic gardens over time, beginning closest to the bushland areas.
These areas may contain grass lawn areas, these areas need to be maintained at an acceptable level
and kept weed free. If appropriate they may be replaced by garden areas to reduce maintenance
costs however some areas of level/flat lawn areas should be maintained within the complex for
picnics or other such activities.
Noxious weeds should continually be removed from these areas.

Herb/Vegetable Garden Areas
A communal herb/vegetable garden area has been instigated between buildings 10 & 16 in six
moveable planter boxes. These planter boxes are to be maintained by the residents of Linley Cove.
Other pots in public areas can be utilised by residents for herb or vegetable growing after
consultation with the gardening co-ordinator.

Staff/Contractors/Residents Work
Gardening Staff/Contractors
Linley Cove holds a Landscape Agreement with garden contractors to carry out ongoing maintenance
of all garden areas within the complex. This contract is to be reviewed and put out to tender on a 3
yearly basis. This contract work chiefly involves mowing lawn areas, removal of weeds, pruning of
shrubs and small trees where necessary for driving or pedestrian access or for structure
management and sediment removal from the pond system. Planting, watering and maintenance of
plants will be required on an irregular basis depending on conditions.
Specifications for pruning in relation to access and infrastructure should be completed as follows:
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-Any lighting should have all vegetation cut back around the light and where the lighting falls. The
only exception to this is where vegetation is to be retained in relation to providing a vegetation
blockage from the light to a residential property.
-All trees and shrubs should be pruned back from within 1m of guttering, buildings and windows.
Exceptions to this may occur on western facing walls and windows in consultation with residents.
Pruning of larger trees and shrubs will depend upon budgetary restraints.
-All trees and shrubs should be pruned to 1m wider than the road on both sides, where possible.
-Shrubs and groundcovers should be pruned back half a metre from the edge of the pathway or
stairs. Shrubs and trees should be pruned above pathways to produce a 2.5m clearance.
-In relation to service points (ie. Telstra pits, Water meters), these areas should be kept clear of
vegetation at all times to allow for access.

Building Manager
If residents have concerns about trees, shrubs or other vegetation affecting their property they can
contact the Building Manger or the Gardening Co-ordinator.

Residents
Linley Cove Executive Committee would like to encourage the volunteer efforts of residents in
contributing to their native garden surroundings. There is always a lot to do in a complex of this sizetasks include watering, weeding, planting, transplanting or spreading of seed. If residents are
interested in these areas they should contact the gardening coordinator to discuss their
involvement.

Tree Management
Lane Cove Council have Tree Preservation Regulatory Controls which aim to retain as many healthy
trees as possible. The Order requires residents to obtain Council’s permission to cut down, reshape,
or lop any tree over a height exceeding 4 metres, with a trunk diameter great than 150mm
(measured at 1 metre above the ground. There are some exceptions, which are outlined in the Tree
Preservation Regulatory Controls (Appendix 4). (LCC, 2013, www.lanecovecouncil.nsw.gov.au)

Trees on Common Property
Linley Cove Strata will carry out annual tree management works on an as needs basis. The tree
management work is to prune or remove trees that are causing structural damage, are hazardous or
have ongoing maintenance issues. The gardening coordinator will identify trees for removal with red
flagging tape and trees for pruning with green flagging tape, using input from the garden contractor,
building manager and executive committee. It is resident’s responsibility to contact the gardening
coordinator if they are not happy with the decision to removal or prune any trees. In making
decisions as to which trees should or should not be pruned or removed the gardening coordinator
will take into consideration points (v), (vi) & (vii) in relation to landscaping outcomes. The following
points are as outlined in the introduction:
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(v)
screen poor views and not block out good views;
(vi)
give privacy for occupants and neighbours;
(vii)
take into consideration the need for light, shade and sun for the general well-being of
residents.
Due to tight budgetary restraints as well as the need to maintain the green leafy atmosphere of the
complex owner’s requests will be assessed based on the above criteria and will be prioritised as
such. If requests are based solely on leaf drop or shade to personal property they will be added to
the list of works however these will be prioritised as mentioned above and will only occur once on
an annual basis. If a request has not been approved due to budgetary reasons but the Gardening
coordinator is satisfied that the works are justified and will not impact negatively on other residents
then the owner will be informed as such and can pay for the cost of the works personally.

Trees on Private Property
If trees on private property need to be pruned or removed it is to be done at the property owner’s
expense and only with approval from the gardening coordinator.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Original Landscape Maps
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Appendix 2: Landscape Policy 1993
Introduction- the need for a Landscape Policy
Since the construction of the Linley Cove complex, which was commenced around 1980 and built in
stages to its completed present size in the early 1990’s, rigorous management principles have been
developed by the Owner’s Corporation for the buildings and common usage facilities, to ensure a
high standard of maintenance and care for the site. However, no formal policy of a similar standard
can be found for the management of the gardens of this unique and attractive development. The
Gardening – Agreement 1992 states:
“The contractor is to maintain the overall concept of the area in keeping with the established
principles of Lane Cove Municipal Council and the PROPRIETORS” and
“Where necessary areas will be replanted as agreed with the NOMINATED PERSON. Such
replanting’s will use plants indigenous to the Lane Cove area whenever possible.”
In the absence of a Landscaping Policy, the efforts of early residents to quickly beautify their new
surroundings and the passage of time have all resulted in many instances of trees of an inappropriate
mature size for the ground space available having been planted and the inclusion of exotic species in
the landscaping programme. This has demonstrated a need for frequent and vigorous maintenance to
control size and, having no firm guidelines for new and replacement plantings has resulted in further
introductions of exotic plant species.
The Executive Committee undertakes an annual review of the vegetation and a valuable and
comprehensive survey was conducted in 2002, with considerable resident comment and input,
resulting in a major cull of many of the overgrowth problems but still more restoration work is
required to recover the perceived spirit and original intent of the site design.
A review of historic and visual qualities, operations of existing work practice, guidelines and
timetables, is needed to assess practicability and appropriateness of the management of the various
components of the site. The aim would then be to develop mechanisms for general landscape and long
term horticultural practice for the site by producing a specific management plan that will ultimately
enable contractors in the field and the Gardening Co-ordinator to effectively maintain the Linley
Cove gardens in the most practical and economic manner into the future.
Landscape Policy for Linley Cove- July 2003
Linley Cove is a unique and attractive residential development adjoining areas of significant
indigenous bushland. The Landscaping of this development should therefore complement the
bushland character of the surrounding areas and be in keeping with the Landscape Policy of Lane
Cove Council.
To these ends, the landscaping of common areas will:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

use indigenous trees and shrubs where possible (‘indigenous’ means occurring naturally
in the Lane Cove area);
aim at an informal and soft effect with trees prominent;
provide for easy maintenance;
preserve existing plantings of historic trees;
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(v)
(vi)
(vii)

screen poor views and not block out good views;
give privacy for occupants and neighbours;
take into consideration the need for light, shade and sun for the general well-being of
residents.

Management Plan for Implementation of the Landscape Policy
1. The content of indigenous plant species is to be maintained and strengthened where feasible.
2. For new or replacement plantings, where no indigenous plant species which will conform to
site requirements can be selected, other known successful Australian native plant species may
be substituted. Only where it is found that suitable native plants will not grow successfully,
exotic plants harmonising with the native environment can be considered. Prior to this process
affected residents will be consulted.
3. Selected exotic plant species, not harmonising with the native landscape, will be removed
during building renovations, painting schedules and site repair works where gardens in
common areas are involved and over a phased timetable of landscape refurbishment. Such
exotic plant species are to be replaced in line with point 2 of the Management Plan.
4. To reduce the need for pruning, water and fertiliser, (i.e. maintenance costs), plants currently
requiring pruning should be removed unless they are necessary to satisfy parts (vi) and (vii) of
the Landscape Policy. Where pruning is required, an informal and soft effect is to be
maintained.
5. The Gardening Committee will record the schedule and work practices currently employed to
maintain the site in order to assess future needs.
6. The Gardening Committee will draw up a site diagram divided into sections and schedule
each section for annual review. If any changes, after consultation with the gardening
contractor, are proposed, and these affect the ambience, those affected will be consulted. A
record of changes will be kept for reference for the Executive Committee.
7. Wide ranging input from the contractors for mechanisms to reduce high maintenance areas of
the site, and possibilities for more economical work practices in the routine weekly
maintenance programme, is to be enlisted.
8. A timetable for the Gardening Committee to regularly assess the Landscape Policy and its
implementation with regard to needs for the site and constraints of the budget is to be set.
9. A list of successful indigenous and other Australian native plants for the Linley Cove
complex is to be compiled.
10. Residents will be informed of the Landscape Policy for Linley Cove.

Prepared by The Gardening Committee (S. Crossman, J. Gluskie, C. Neville)
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Appendix 3: Lane Cove Council Backyard Habitats Plan
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Appendix 4: Tree Inspection Application and Tree Preservation Regulatory
Controls-Nov 2010 Version
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Appendix 5: List of Noxious Weeds for Lane Cove Council
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Appendix 6: Native plants indigenous to Lane Cove
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